
Acclaimed Midlands based hard rock folk band Under A Banner are back with a blistering new five track
EP, Victory Time, released this May 2015, ahead of a busy Summer Tour schedule taking in a number
venues and festivals across the UK.

Recorded again at Mad Hat Studios, their latest EP signals a significant shift in the dynamic of the band
and is the first recording with newest members Jake Brooks (guitar) and Kat Davis (keyboard).

The band, well known for their catchy and lyrical folkish rock anthems, have moved their sound into
heavier territories.

"Our recent album Close to the Clouds hinted a bit at our more rocking direction", remarks lead singer
and guitarist Adam Broadhurst. "We've just gone that little step further this time."

From the opening notes of the celtic-tinged Magic is Real to the Deep Purple-esque Leaving Here to the
pumped up Foo-ish reinterpretation of fan favourite Summer Skies, every song is delivered with a drive,
gusto and energy that is built for the live setting.

"Let's be blunt! Balls and chunk is often where it's at with us", drummer Tim Wilson wryly explains, "this
band are 'the' dynamic musical machine for Adam's big melodies and lyrical ideas. We're just throwing in a
lot more spicy ingredients than we've done previously."

The band seem at home with a wide variety of energetic influences ranging from Nick Drake to New Model
Army or from The Divine Comedy to Slayer.

As Adam proclaims, "we want to really play our instruments and do it with the feel that the songs deserve"
and the many chops, riffs, hooks, solos and soaring vocal harmonies of this new five song selection prove
this in abundance. 

Under A Banner are playing a number of festivals and venue across the UK over the Summer. The band
invites you to raise a glass and "drink with them!" 

Be sure to buy the new EP and see them on the road in 2015.
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